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How has interdisciplinarity been interpreted and enacted within
gender research? Interdisciplinarity is now mainstreamed - but
what does this mean for researchers? The authors questions
whether researchers actually have made use of and explored
all the interdisciplinary research possibilities. And are there
methodologies, themes or norms that are still not allowed within
our disciplines as well as the gender field?
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tiated EU-project on research integration

In some conn

its own right with its journals, research cen

between the humanist and the social sci

differentiate

tres, -positions and -programmes. Some even

ences- and is published in full in the report

narity». In tlu

Gender research is today a research field in

claim that it is a discipline, with its bachelor

Interdisciplinarity, Research Policies and

points to the

education and shared curriculum - which the

Practices: Two Cases in Norway (Larsen and

perspectives I

new Kjonnforskning. En grunnbok (Lorent

Widerberg 2006).3 The report focuses on the

same project

zen and Miihleisen 2006) illustrates. All the

two research programmes, «Gender in Transi

or individual

time, interdisciplinarity is stated as its main

tion», which was active from 1989 to 1996,

ciplinarity po

characteristic, formulated either as means

and the «Programme of Cultural Research»,

researchers fi

or goals. But while interdiciplinarity in the

active from 1998 to 2002. They were both

the intention

feminist haydays of the '70s was a necessity

run by the Research Council, and both had

same topic fn

(we were few and scattered and little was

an explicit goal of being interdisciplinary.

written on gender issues) and represented a

We will focus on Gender in Transition (GiT).

challenge to our understandings of gender

However, some differences between the pro

as well as to our understandings of the dis

grammes shed light on some current assump

Interdlsci]
and Educa

ciplines, the situation of today is radically

tions in gender research, and we will also

Recent years

different. Now that there is a quite substan

briefly include some findings concerning the

a push for in!

tial body of knowledge and we are quite a

Programme of Cultural Research (PCUL).

research and

few within the disciplines, the demand for

Our data consist of written documents as

al. 2005). A J

interdisciplinarity has become mainstream

well as qualitative interviews with members

interdisciplin

- partly within the disciplines (due to «new"

of the programme boards and researchers

requirements

theoretical paradigms), but particularly at the

funded by the programmes. 14 interviews

nary educatf

political level. Is interdisciplinarity still (to

were done."

ing now awai

A notable limitation of our data is that

(interdiscipli

the self-evaluations as well as the interviews

turnamessa

today? In light of a new research programme

only convey the perspectives of the «insid

they ought tc

on gender coming up at the Research Council

ers». We have thus not evaluated the quality

tion and rese

of Norway, trying to find answers to these

of the results from other points of view. Con

cussed when

questions seem quite urgent. One evident

sequently this article describes some strate

starting point would be the investigations of

gies of interdisciplinary work in practice and

through the.

be) our main ambition and, if so, what kind
of interdisciplinarity? What is it to imply to us

Internatf

research practices among gender researchers.

raises issues regarding interdisciplinarity in

about a total

Have we actually practised interdisciplinarity,

humanist and social science research in Nor

Norway in 21

and if so, when and how? And how have we

way, through the voices ofour interviewees.

the reform e:

In line with this approach we were

disciplinary 1

evaluated it?

interested in what meaning the programme

to the new

from our investigation of the interdiscipli

participants themselves put into the terms

model. With

narity of the previous gender research pro

multi- and interdisciplinarity. This being part

shorter and c

gramme «Gender in transition". We hope that

of our investigation, we did not evaluate their

disciplinary

it will contribute to a debate on these issues

definitions against a norm made at the outset.

university st

among us gender researchers.

However, we started out with some (relatively

departments

wide) definitions, against which we discussed

more or less

Background - Our Research Design

other meanings given the terms. Here we use

tion of mone

«interdisciplinarity- mainly as a generic term,

duction of CI

Our investigation was part of a feminist ini

comprising encounters between disciplines.

now several

Here we will present some of the findings

S)
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In some contexts we have found it useful to

Master programmes, the programmes are

al sci

differentiate this term from «rnultidiscipli

administered in the old-fashioned way.

e report

narity», In these cases inter-disciplinarity

and

points to the intermix of different theoretical

sen and

perspectives or methodologies in one and the

formulated through the reorganization of

5eson the

same project - either owing to collaboration

the Research Council in 2003. 5 However, the

r in Transi

or individual endeavours - whereas multi-dis

most profound change took place even ear

:01996,

ciplinarity points to a collaboration between

lier - a decade or two ago. Whereas funding

The same interdisciplinary emphasis
was evident also in the new research policy

-search»,

researchers from different disciplines, with

until then to a larger extent was granted to

.e both

the intention of producing research on the

good applications no matter what the topic

othhad

same topic from different disciplinary angles.

was (we admit the slight exaggeration), there

linary.

on (GiT).

was a shift to funding through research pro

Interdisciplinarity within Research
and Education

grammes. Since then the programmes have

II also

Recent years have been characterized by

research environments. In other words, the

1 the

pro

it assump

been interdisciplinarily formulated and appli
cants are required to be affiliated to specific

rningthe

a push for interdisciplinarity both within

programmes constitute a push towards inter

'CUL).

research and education (see Widerberg et.

disciplinarity. The competition has thus, in a

iments as

al. 2005). A mutual interest and demand for

sense, moved from between the disciplines to

nembers

interdisciplinarity make the expectations and

between «the hard and the soft sciences».

irchers

requirements go both ways. An interdiscipli

Overall, interdisciplinarity is publicly

rviews

nary education promotes the kind of think

expressed as an unquestionable goal within

ing now awarded research funding and such

research and higher education in Norway

is that

(interdisciplinary) research funding is in its

today. The reasons to «go for interdisciplinar

iterviews

turn a message to the universities as to what

iry» are both varied and conflicting. What the

«insid-

they ought to prioritize. Today, both educa

market wants from and expects of interdis

equality

tion and research have to be related and dis

ciplinarity might not coincide with the goals

iew. Con

cussed when interdisciplinarity is the theme.

of the welfare state and the politicians. And

e strate

International educational integration,

none of them mean the same thing as the

ctice and

through the Bologna Declaration, brought

intellectuals arguing for interdisciplinarity in

tarity in

about a total reform of higher education in

the name of gender, queer and post-colonial

hinNor

Norway in 2003. University education until

perspectives. For the present, this general

'ewees.

the reform entailed longer and more in-depth

discourse on interdisciplinarity opens up a

ere

disciplinary undergraduate studies compared

space to the actual doing of interdisciplinar

gramme

to the new system based on the American

ity in all its varieties. It is there - and this is

model. With the reform, the degrees became

important - for all of us to claim. So do we

~

terms

ieing part

shorter and allegedly more market- and inter

still want to, and if so, how do we want to do

luate their

disciplinary-oriented. The administrative

interdisciplinary research today? Our answers

the outset.

university structure with discipline oriented

will most likely be influenced by our experi

(relatively

departments and faculties were however left

ences of such endeavours, so let us see what

,discussed

more or less intact - even though the alloca

we can learn from a research programme

.re we use

tion of money was now partly based on pro

such as «Gender in Transition». What were

teric term,

duction of credits. So, even though there are

their goals and how were they implemented

ciplines.

now several interdisciplinary Bachelor and

and evaluated?
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Gender in Transition

4.

«Gender in Transition: Institutions, Norms,

Cultural coding of the body - the body as

research as 1

an interface between biology, past expe

policy dOCUl

rience and culture.

in continuin
multidiscipl

Identities', (GiT) was the follow-up of two

5.

Sexuality, gender and identity.

parallel programmes for gender research:

6.

Feminism as critique (ofthe disciplines).

acterized ge

«Basic Women's Research for the Humanities»

Theoretical work on the sex-gender sys

have been ir

and «- for the Social Sciences» (1989-1996).

tem and reflections on gender studies'

eration» (Gi

This makes GiT the first gender research

own normative premises are mentioned

Gi'I'may hat

programme to bridge these two domains,

in particular.

and interdisciplinaritywas also given prior

the positive
for granted.

ity in the stated goals of the programme.

The priorities were to give direction to the

when comps

GiT was later to be succeeded by the current

applications. Focus was needed because the

document 01

programme, «Gender Research: Knowledge,

economic resources were considered small.

considerablj

Change, Boundaries" (2002-2007), in which

In addition to social and academic relevance,

and advocat

the interdisciplinary organization is main

one important argument for selecting these

Widerberg 2

tained. The total funding of GiT during the

particular topics was their alleged equal

five years was 27,6 mill NOK (3,3 mill EUR).

appeal to the humanities and the social sci

disciplinarir

ences (GiT mid ev: 2).

perspective.

The programme aspired to meet two
main challenges, which both sprang from the

The board seems to have reflected on the

PCULeX]

PCUL board

historic strengths and weaknesses of Norwe

issue of disciplinization in several ways in

gian gender research. The first goal was to

the process of writing the policy document.

tude of disci

combine theoretical problems with empirical

For instance, it is mentioned that the board's

to the chairn

research. This meant building on the strong

decision to not list men's studies on the list

duce separat

tradition of «problem-oriented empiricism"

of priorities, although it was a research area

an issue, ins]

in Norwegian gender research, which had

they wanted to encourage, was based on the

Syntheses at

been strong since its start in the 1970s, and

undesirability of making an artificial schism

ofa primary

continuing the theoretical turn encouraged

between women's and men's studies. It was

by the first research programme in the late

argued that men's studies should rather be

disciplinarir

1980s and early 1990s. The second goal was

integrated in the topics listed - as should

gramme, the

«continuing the comprehensive inter- and

women's studies (GiT mid ev: 2).

good discipl

multidisciplinary cooperation that has char
acterized gender research" (GiT pol doc: 8).
We will focus on this second goal in detail,
but first briefly present the thematic priorities
of the programme.

thing new ar

Althougl

interdisciplii

Articulating Interdisciplinarity:
Goals and Meanings

most import
When as

not been con
GiT professed interdisciplinarity, and paid

at board leve

special attention to inter-faculty research. The

lowing expla

Six fields of priority were stated:

policy document states that: «The programme

always been

1.

New forms of working life.

will provide incentives for closer coopera

toknowledg

2.

Individual rights and institutional

tion between humanists and social scientists

ciplines and

norms: Moral and political dilemmas

and attach emphasis to the interdisciplinary

with the aim

engendered by the tensions between

nature of the projects» (GiT pol doc: 23).

necessity (th

individual and collective views in
3.

The special status interdisciplinarity has

within each

modern society.

held in gender studies seems to have made

interdisciplii

Gender, religion and cultural conflicts.

arguments for the value of interdisciplinary

that interdis
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research as such redundant. To quote the

resistance, and thus promoted it. On the other

policy document: «The [... J chal1enge lies
in continuing the comprehensive inter- and

hand, it may also have meant that some of the

multidisciplinary cooperation that has char

surrounding al1that is «new» may have gone

sciplines) .

acterized gender research. The field would

away - for better or worse." Leaving aside the

nder sys

have been inconceivable without such coop

question of whether gender research at the

studies'

eration» (GiT pol doc: 8). It seems to us that

time was at a more advanced level of interdis

.entioned

GiT may have taken both the existence and

ciplinary work than was cultural research, our

ie body as
.ast expe

1 to

the

.ause the

«romanticism» and ardent enthusiasm often

the positive aspects of interdisciplinarity

findings raise a more general question, prob

for granted. This became especial1y evident

ably of current interest. Namely, is there an

when comparing GiT and PCUL; in the policy

underdeveloped potential of interdisciplinar

document of the latter, interdisciplinarity was

ity within gender research?

-dsmall.

considerably more pronounced, emphasized

relevance,

and advocated (PCULpol doc, Larsen and

policy document questioned neither the fruit

ngthese

Widerberg 2006:11,14-15).

fulness of the phenomenon as such nor its

equal
ocial sci

disciplinarity to be the production of a shared

tions were apparently deemed more relevant

perspective. Strong academic interests in the

themes for discussion:

:ed on the

PCULboard were directed at making some

vays in
,cument.

thing new and chal1enging out of the multi

PCULexplicated the overal1 goal of inter

The writings on interdisciplinarity in GiT's

inherent possibilities. The fol1owing two ques

1.

tude of disciplinary perspectives. According

te board's

to the chairman of GiT, their goal was to pro

1 the

duce separate and different perspectives on

list

Whether the main bulk of gender rese
arch should be conducted within the con

2.

ventional disciplines or outside of them.
If and how gender-, women's, men's,

arch area

an issue, inspired by the different disciplines.

gay/lesbian and queer studies should be

.ed on the

Syntheses and intermix were seemingly less

more closely integrated, how to combine

al schism

of a primary goal.
Although interdisciplinarity and multi

~s.ltwas

ather be

disciplinarity were present goals in the pro

ihould

gramme, they did not override the goal of
The first issue points to internal competi

interdisciplinarity was not hailed as Gi'I''s

tion between the disciplines and the centres.

When asked why interdisciplinarity had

ndpaid

and empirical research.

good disciplinary research. Contrary to PCUL,
most important ambition.

rity:

different theoretical traditions in these
fields, and how to combine theoretical

Gender research in Norway seems to have
flourished because it has had several institu

not been contested, debated or made an issue

tions to spring from (Widerberg 2006). The

at board level in GiT, the board gave the fol

board of GiT continued this practice and thus

search. The

lowing explanation: Gender researchers have

opted for a «double strategy»; gender stud

programme

always been interdisciplinarily oriented, due

ies should be supported both as a separate

oopera-

to knowledge claims (gender cuts across dis

field and as a research topic integrated into

I scientists

ciplines and the disciplines have not evolved

the (traditional) disciplines. In other words,

sciplinary

with the aim to understand gender) as wel1as

they refused to make a choice as to which

23).

necessity (there are few gender researchers

«side» they wanted to support: "Efforts will

narity has

within each discipline). The assumption of

be invested in developing and maintaining

vemade

interdisciplinarity within GiT may have meant

broad, multidisciplinary scholarly expertise.

sciplinary

that interdisciplinary research met little

At the same time, the programme will con-

IC:

j
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I

tribute to the development of knowledge

from newer areas such as men's research

nary. Note t

within the individual disciplines» (GiT pol

and culture-based gender research (GiT

in this categ

doc: 4).

pol doc: 7).

They did however also consider national-,

schism was partly linked to the humanist

network sup
projects. He
funded (wit
plinary, it is
of prioritizi
interdiscipli

disciplinary-, thematic- and institutional dis

Isocial sciences divide. Interdisciplinarity,

Concerr

According to the chairman there was a
consensus within the board on this matter.

It was the schism within gender research that

The board decided to handle the applications

was focused on - not those between the dif

based on academic quality, first and foremost.

ferent disciplines - although, notably, this

tribution, and claimed prioritized disciplines

defined as collaboration between separate

andempirie

in which the gender perspective had been

disciplines, was not the issue here. Instead,

to reach thi:

rare or absent (GiT pol doc: 11).
The second issue - concerning the inte

interdisciplinarity understood as theoretical

the «umbrel

and methodological positions cutting across

together. In

gration of different research traditions - was

disciplinary boundaries (sometimes defined

gathered ur

stated as more of a resource than a problem.

as trans-disciplinarity) seem to be the chal

in GiTthere

One tension had to do with theory versus

lenge. And maybe it is here, in the dialogue

researchers l

empirical research; another had to do with

between such positions and disciplinary

well.

new (post-structuralist) versus traditional

approaches, that there is a potential for

(feminist) perspectives. As stated in the policy

interdisciplinary development within gender

document:

research.

Thenex

to interdisci

tion of WOlf

lesbian, gay
There is a tendency towards a certain
distance and tension between the social
sciences and the humanities, not least
because the humanities have begun to

Performing Interdisciplinarity at
Programme Level: Distribution
A crucial prerequisite for a research pro

Direct com]

supported a

was often g
should not

t

make more independent theoretical con

gramme to be interdisciplinary is that differ

support for

tributions. There are also divergent views

ent disciplines are represented among the

work and

among researchers in women's, men's and

funded projects. Let us therefore take a look

projects on

gender studies, particularly as regards

at how the money was distributed. At the

and one pre

politics and the distribution of power.

closing date, 120 applications were received

weresuppo

at the Council's. Of these, one third was con

women's an

sidered fund able, and 75 % of these were

on women.

[ ... ] .

Sf

The Programme Committee views the

funded, which made 29 funded projects in all

Thiswa

ongoing discussions as an important

(but several of these were granted less money

relative stre

resource and an expression of the gro

than applied for). There were a large propor

ies in Norw

wing scope covered by the field. The new

tion of young applicants; in total, PhDs con

special mea

gender research programme will take this

stituted almost half of the applications (56 of

cations fror

broader scope into account and exploit

120), and the board regretted they were not

der and ide

the constructive opportunities inherent

able to support even more in this category

and the bos

in the tensions between various fields of

(GiT end ev: 4).

«Sexing the

research and theoretical positions. As a

The funded projects were quite evenly

application

result, the concept of gender research will

divided by faculty; nine were humanities

include traditions from women's research

projects and 11 were social science projects.

distributior

and feminist research as well as impulses

Nine projects were listed as multi-discipli

the fact tha

budgetderr
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8r

research

nary. Note that in six of the nine entities

evaluation of quality as stated as the prime

ch (GiT

in this category, the funding consisted of

criteria - received funding to a higher degree

network support, not money for full research

than gay-, queer-, men-, and masculinity stud

projects. However, because the networks

ies.

trdi that

funded (with one exception) were interdisci

.the dif

plinary, it is reasonable to say that the choice

ly, this

of prioritizing networks favoured multi- or

ianist

interdisciplinary initiatives.

narity,

Concerning the link between theory

.parate

and empirical research, efforts were made

Performing Interdisciplinarity at
Programme Level: Conferences and
Seminars
Four conferences and three seminars were

Instead,

to reach this goal. The main means was

arranged at programme level. These arrange

eoretical

the «umbrellas-structure, joining projects

ments were the main means of encouraging

ag across

together. In PCUL different disciplines were

multi-disciplinarity within the programme.

5 defined

gathered underneath the umbrellas while

Did it work?

he chal

in GiT there were examples of empirical

Iialogue

researchers and theorists getting together as

quite small. This goes for all Research Coun

nary

well.

cil programmes; GiT did not have fewer

The next issue we identified as important

lfor

lingender

ityat
ion

Firstly, the number of gatherings was

gatherings than the average programme and

to interdisciplinarity in GiTwas the integra

thus this is a general point. Still, the point is

tion of women's and gender studies and

that the researchers meet only about once a

lesbian, gay, queer and masculinity studies.

semester - if they participate in all the gath

Direct comparisons of the number of projects

erings, which few are not likely to do. This

supported are hard to make because support

might not be a major problem to researchers

was often given for small arrangements that

who already have a stimulating interdiscipli

1 pro-

should not count as much as full economic

nary work environment. But for researchers

rat differ

support for research projects. Excluding net

who do not, the programme activities could

mgthe

work and seminar support and the like, six

perhaps serve quite an important purpose.

Ikea look

projects on topics related to homosexuality

However, some researchers experienced

At the

and one project on men and masculinities

the tensions at conferences and seminars

~

received

were supported; leaving the vast majority to

as being too strong to have a constructive

I was con

women's and gender studies with the weight

impact. This was especially expressed to have

ewere

on women.

been the case among some who were not

)jects in all
less money

This was perhaps natural considering the
relative strength of women's and gender stud

doing women's research or not keeping to
the assumptions considered «politically cor

gepropor

ies in Norwegian research at the time, and

rect» (interviewees expression) among this

>hDs con

special means were used to encourage appli

majority. In this way, GiT brought to light

ions (56 of

cations from the other fields. «Sexuality, gen

an interesting question: Does the so-called

r were

der and identity» was made a topic of priority,

interdisciplinary field of women's and gender

and the board even arranged the conference

studies suffer the same rigidity problems as

«Sexing the Self» in 1997 in order to stimulate

conventional disciplines when having their

not

ategory
~

evenly

anities
~

projects.

discipli

applications in this field. However, GiT's tight

doxa confronted? In fact, the end evaluation

budget demanded strict priorities, and the

by the programme board may be interpreted

distribution between the branches conveys

to express similar thoughts. After concluding

the fact that women's research - based on an

that the multi-disciplinary seminars and

82
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nary backgrounds never posed a problem,

how theore

they continued: «it is more doubtful whether

according to our interviewee. The theoretical

joined togel

the programme has also managed to initiate

interest cut across, and this seemed to have

conferences all in all had been a success,

Two sen

inter- and multidisciplinary collaboration in

made interdisciplinary collaboration less of a

the umbrell

a way which has had impact on the results

challenge. On the one hand, one may say that

ter students

in terms of knowledge» (GiT end ev: 12, our

the network functioned successfully because

their own \\

translation). Had gender research become

of the members' shared theoretical interests.

senior coon

so «established» that it shut out new per

On the other hand, there may perhaps be less

a theoretic.

spectives? And what is then the situation at

to be gained by interdisciplinarity if there is

engaged in

already an academic consensus at the outset.

funded by c

Interestingly, the Oslo network seemed to

the projecn

present?

Performing Interdisciplinarity at
Project Level: Two Networks

have been successful for the exact opposite

About half'

reason; the low threshold for both attending

ors», and sc

and speaking, as well as the low commit

as PhD cou

ment involved, seemed to have created an

reading cin

works, one in Oslo and one in Bergen. The

open and inclusive environment - for dif

texts were

two were very different in scope, strategies

ferent disciplines and academic traditions.

which the!

and aims. The head and heart ofthe Oslo

The «drop-in» character ofthe seminars may

ewed and c

network was a team of four people organizing

have been the key. There was however also

met regula

open and free seminars and conferences at

factors that ran somewhat contrary to this

had two tw

fixed dates throughout the year. The speakers

point. First, research on homosexuality is still

three years

were researchers who studied homosexual

so rare that it requires interdisciplinary col

open semir

ity from any discipline and perspective, from

laboration to have any collaboration at all.

the coordiI

student to senior level. The Bergen network

Second, research on homosexuality is also

of maintail

was a philosophically oriented reading circle,

especially interesting in terms of identity. A

period oft

whose efforts eventually resulted in an inter

majority of the researchers in this field iden

needs time

national conference as well as a book.

tify as homosexual, and this may be central to

important

understanding the collective spirit and shared

nars.

We interviewed researchers from two net

How did the two networks «do» interdis

I

Our in

ciplinarity? The Bergen network consisted of

enthusiasm across disciplines in this research

researchers from philosophy, literature, pub

field. Both factors are probably transferable

group bee

lic administration and Spanish. Very different

to the early period of women research in the

that they i

disciplines on the surface, but the individual

1970s.

also talker

in her oWI

researchers had a shared interest in basic
theoretical research with philosophical roots,

project, bi

Performing Interdisciplinarity at
Project Level: One Umbrella Project
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The network was self-initiated, and the par
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would like to stress; it takes time to make

which possibly a lot of researchers find more

good collaborating research networks. And

constructive not to bring up at each and every
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crossroad. One younger researcher even
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for further funding. This way, excellent inter
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Field of Gender
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the matter <
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new knowledge. Looking at interdisciplinar
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nary umbrella research projects are supposed
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such applications are stimulated, the amount
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Notes
1 This project is funded by the EU Comiss ion.We
give our thanks for the support.
2 «Changing Knowledge and Disciplinary Boundar
ies through Integrative Research Methods in the
Social Sciences and Humanities», CIT2-CT-2003
506013.
3 The report is available at http://www.hull.ac.uk/re
searchintegr atio nj.
4 We would like to thank Dagny Meltvik and Chris
tine Viland, who wrote master theses within the
project, for generously allowing us to use some of
their interviews.
5 In Norway, as in most other countries, research
funding is both private and public. Large corpora
tions, organizations, labour unions and the like
either accept applications for funding, employ

their own researchers, or finance separate re
search institutes. There are quite a few social
science-dominated research institutes in Norway
- compared to the other Scandinavian countries
- which are financed, at least partly, through
private means. But even here a major part of the
funding is based on applications to the national
Research Council.Norway has only one publicly
financed and controlled research council, which ac
cordingly has the sole responsibility for the overall
administration of the national research funding.
Political guidelines manifested in budget decisions
constitute the frames of its workings. The Council
has about 4000 millionNorwegian kroner (NOK),
which equals about 500 million€ annually, at its
disposal. for research projects in all disciplines.
6 One may keep in mind that the situation for gender
researchers have changed a lot since the 1970s
and structural changes may help explain a reduced
enthusiasm regarding interdisciplinarity. Earlier
the researchers where few, and had to isolate or
collaborate. Today there are gender research mi
lieus within several disciplines, and thus they are
quite able to develop their research within their
discipline. Some interviewees regarded the frames
of the disciplines an academic advantage.
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